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Sound vortex diffraction via topological charge
in phase gradient metagratings
Yangyang Fu1*†, Chen Shen2*, Xiaohui Zhu2*, Junfei Li2, Youwen Liu1,
Steven A. Cummer2†, Yadong Xu3†

INTRODUCTION

Vortices are common phenomena in fluid dynamics, such as whirlpools,
smoke rings, and tornados. Inspired by hydrodynamic vortices, the
concept of optical vortices was proposed by Coullet et al. (1) in 1989
by revealing the vortex solutions of the Maxwell-Bloch equations.
Later, Allen et al. (2) found that optical vortices can carry orbital
angular momentum (OAM), which is characterized by a helical
wavefront, i.e., exp(il), where the integer l is known as topological
charge and  is the azimuthal angle. Distinct from the two available
states in spin angular momentum of light, defined by the chirality of
circularly polarized light, the number of allowable OAM states of
light is unbounded. Owing to the fascinating properties of OAM,
optical vortices have been widely studied in the past decades (3). In
particular, metasurfaces (4), i.e., artificial structures with subwavelength thickness, have provided a powerful platform for OAMbased applications (5, 6). Examples include OAM generation (4, 7),
OAM multiplexing and demultiplexing (8, 9), and spin to OAM
conversion (10).
In contrast to light waves, acoustic waves only carry OAM, as
acoustic waves are essentially scalar pressure fields and generally
considered spinless (11, 12). Acoustic OAM has recently drawn
notable attention, and several OAM-based applications were
proposed, such as particle manipulation (13, 14) and acoustic
torque (15, 16). To generate acoustic OAM, people have proposed
active and passive methods. The active method is generally implemented by large active transducer arrays (17–19), which require conversions between acoustic and electronic signals as well as relatively
complicated feedback circuitry. On the other hand, the passive
approach uses compact and low-cost structures that can convert a
uniform wavefront into a spiral shape wavefront or sound vortex
(SV) by designing thickness-gradient structures (20, 21), spiral arms
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(22, 23), and acoustic metasurfaces (24–27). These approaches can be
directly understood from the conversion principle of topological
charge as we summarize below in Eq. 3, where l is the topological
charge provided from gradient structures. For example, acoustic
OAM of lt = 1 (24, 25) was produced from incident uniform wavefront with lin = 0 and acoustic metasurface with l = 1.
To date, the generation and manipulation mechanisms of acoustic
OAM are mainly based on the twisting phase (20–27) or the geometric phase effect (28, 29). The former has limited abilities in manipulating SVs, as the designed transmission (reflection) structure
only provides a single transmitted (reflected) channel. SV manipulation in the latter relies on the coupling between OAM and helical
structures, and its bulk geometry design hinders practical applications.
A more powerful mechanism for manipulating SVs is strongly
desired to expand the capabilities of current OAM-based devices.
Recent advances in planar metasurfaces (30–33) have shown that
multiple reflections therein can induce more versatile diffraction
phenomena. Inspired by that work, we propose here the diffraction
mechanism to manipulate SVs in a three-dimensional (3D) cylindrical
waveguide with phase gradient metagratings (PGMs), which are
also called gradient index metasurfaces (34–37). The proposed
metastructure harnesses the grating effects and combines both grating
and gradient elements by design, which distinguishes it from previous
work where the metalayer solely acts as a simple phase twist device
(25, 26). We find that SV diffraction can be realized via artificial
topological charge from PGMs, which has not been previously
reported in either optics or acoustics, to the best of our knowledge.
Moreover, the generalized conservation principle of topological
charge is proposed to reveal theoretically the diffraction law of SVs,
which can explain and predict the complicated diffraction phenomena
of SVs. We find that, depending on a critical topological charge (lc),
incident SVs take different diffraction orders. For topological charge
within lc, the incident vortex is directly converted as the transmitted
vortex by taking the lowest order, while for topological charge beyond lc, the incident vortex can take either the transmitted channel
or the reflected channel of higher diffraction order, which depends
on the integer parity (i.e., oddness or evenness) of the propagation
number of multiple reflections (i.e., the number of times the wave
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Wave fields with orbital angular momentum (OAM) have been widely investigated in metasurfaces. By engineering
acoustic metasurfaces with phase gradient elements, phase twisting is commonly used to obtain acoustic OAM.
However, it has limited ability to manipulate sound vortices, and a more powerful mechanism for sound vortex
manipulation is strongly desired. Here, we propose the diffraction mechanism to manipulate sound vortices in a
cylindrical waveguide with phase gradient metagratings (PGMs). A sound vortex diffraction law is theoretically
revealed based on the generalized conservation principle of topological charge. This diffraction law can explain
and predict the complicated diffraction phenomena of sound vortices, as confirmed by numerical simulations. To
exemplify our findings, we designed and experimentally verified a PGM based on Helmholtz resonators that
support asymmetric transmission of sound vortices. Our work provides previously unidentified opportunities
for manipulating sound vortices, which can advance more versatile design for OAM-based devices.
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travels inside the PGM). The propagation number is relevant to the
diffraction order and the number of unit cells of PGM, and the integer parity of multiple reflections could be controlled by odd/even
design for unit cells of PGM. Therefore, benefitting from the multiple reflection effect in PGMs, SV diffraction in our proposed system
is powerful and versatile and delivers more possibilities for vortex
manipulation even compared with optical vortex diffraction in grating systems (7–9). For example, on the basis of the diffraction law,
asymmetric transmission of SVs is exploited as a new OAM-based
device. A PGM using Helmholtz resonators is designed and fabricated,
and asymmetric transmission of SVs is observed in experiments.
Furthermore, a unidirectional, multichannel OAM-based communication device is demonstrated. Our work reveals a general material-
mediated conversion rule for SVs, which will drive more research on
acoustic OAM and boost applications in acoustic communication.

Models and theory
Let us consider a PGM in a cylindrical waveguide of radius R filled
with air as shown in Fig. 1A, where the PGM with thickness of h
consists of l groups of fanlike supercells (see Fig. 1B). Each supercell has an angular width of ϑ = 2/l and is composed of m groups
of fanlike unit cells with angular width of ϑ1 = ϑ/m (see Fig. 1B).
The unit cells, made of sound-hard materials (see the gray regions
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Fig. 1. Diffraction mechanism of SVs in a 3D cylindrical waveguide with PGM. (A) Schematic diagram of a 3D cylindrical waveguide with a PGM, which is composed
of l fanlike supercells. (B) Topography of the fanlike supercell consisting of m groups of fanlike unit cells. These unit cells with gradient indices can produce a discrete
phase modulation to cover a complete range of 2. (C) Dispersion relationship of propagating vortex modes in a cylindrical waveguide, where there are two propagating
modes of l = 0 (l = 1) taking values of v = 0 and v = 1 (v = 1 and v = 2), respectively, corresponding to the lower and upper curves, and the dashed line is R = 0.64. (D) Sketch
map of SV diffraction in PGM.
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RESULTS

in Fig. 1B), are perforated by fanlike slits with angular width of ϑ2
(ϑ2 < ϑ1). To achieve azimuthal phase gradient, the phase shift distribution j() over each supercell should cover a range of 2, which
can be satisfied by filling m individual impedance-matched materials
in the slits with different refractive indices (see the gradient color
regions in Fig. 1B), i.e., nj = j = 1 + (j − 1)/(mh), where j = 1,2⋯m.
Hence, the phase difference of two adjacent unit cells per period is
 = 2/m. Note that these sound-hard materials are impenetrable
for airborne acoustics; they could be designed with suitable thickness or ultrathin thickness (i.e., surface) to avoid guided wave
coupling across the interior boundary of adjacent unit cells. As the
PGM is equipped with l groups of supercells whose azimuthal phase
distribution covers 2, it can provide an effective topological charge
of l with a clockwise helicity (see the yellow circle with arrows in
Fig. 1A). Because the azimuthal phase distribution is periodically
repeated for the vortex beams, the proposed PGM could be regarded
as azimuthal metagrating.
For the cylindrical waveguide with a fixed radius, there only exist
a finite number of vortex modes, with the number of modes depending on the working frequency or wavelength (see black dashed
line in Fig. 1C), and their topological charge belongs to [ − lM, + lM],
where lM marks the maximum order of vortex modes and “+” (“−”)
defines clockwise (counterclockwise) helicity of propagating vortex.
Considering an incident SV with topological charge of l = lin, its
acoustic field is expressed as

SCIENCE ADVANCES | RESEARCH ARTICLE
	p  in = J l( k l, r ) / J l( k l, R ) exp(il + ik  z z)	

(1)

where ∂Jl, (kl, r)/∂(kl, r)∣r = R = 0, k
 2l,  + 
  k2z   = k20  , kl, v, and kz are the
transverse and longitudinal wave numbers, respectively; k0 = 2/ is
the wave number in air; and 1/J l(kl, R) is a normalized factor.
According to the diffraction law of planar gratings (38, 39), the incident and reflected/transmitted vortices at reflected/transmitted
interface should obey the conservation principle of topological
charge in a generalized way by including the additional topological
charge from PGM, i.e.
	l  r(t) = l  in + nl  	

(2)

	l  t = l  in + l  	

(3)

which corresponds to the n = 1 order in Eq. 2. However, for the incident SV with its topological charge beyond the critical one (lin >
lc), the SV cannot directly pass through the PGM, as the wave vector
along the z direction becomes imaginary, caused by the converted
topological charge beyond the maximum order (lt > lM). As a result,
multiple reflections will occur inside the metagrating, with the
propagation number of waves traveling inside unit cells defined as
L (see the orange lines in Fig. 1D). If waves undergo L single trips
between reflected and transmitted interfaces, then the phase difference of adjacent unit cells per period is  = (2/m)L. When the
scattered SV takes the n-th diffraction order, the equivalent topological charge provided from the metagrating is nl, leading to an
equivalent phase difference of φn = (2/m)n between adjacent unit
cells per period. If these two phase differences ( and φn) can
match with each other, implying that when guided waves inside the
unit cells oscillate back and forth with the propagation number of L,
then the incident SV will take the n-th diffraction order to depart
from the metagrating. As the effective diffraction order belongs to
n ≤ 0 for lin > lc and L > 0, it seems that it is impossible to achieve
 = φn. However, if phase folding of 2 is applied in , then the
phase matching relationship is built as  − 2q = φn(q is positive
integer), that is
	
L = qm + n	

(4)

In subwavelength metagrating systems, a phase folding of 2(q = 1)
is enough to achieve the phase matching condition, i.e., L = m + n.
When L is an odd number (see the orange solid lines in Fig. 1D),
it will be a transmitted SV taking the n-th diffraction order, while
when L is an even number (see the orange dashed lines in Fig. 1D),
it will be a reflected SV taking the n-th diffraction order. By connecting Eqs. 2 and 4, the diffraction law of SVs is further given as
l  t = l  in + nl  , L = odd
 	
  r
	   
{− l   = l  in + nl  , L = even
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(5)

Numerical demonstration for the diffraction law of
sound vortices
To confirm the validity of the above theoretical formulas, numerical
simulations are performed to demonstrate the scattering behaviors
of SVs in a cylindrical waveguide with PGM. The radius of the
waveguide is chosen as R = 0.64, and the maximum propagation
order of SVs in such a waveguide is lM = 2 (see Fig. 1C). Two supercells (l = 2) are designed for PGM, and the critical topological charge
is lc = 0. If each supercell is composed of five unit cells (m = 5), then
the scattering phenomena for incident SVs with different OAM
(lin ∈ [ − 2,2]) could be predicted from the revealed diffraction law
summarized in Eqs. 3 to 5. For incident SVs with lin ∈ [ − 2, lc], they will
be transmitted SVs obeying Eq. 3. As we can see from Fig. 2 (A and B),
the incident SVs with lin = − 2 and lin = − 1 are converted into transmitted beams with lt = 0 and lt = 1, respectively. In particular, for the
case of lin = − 2, two different kinds of planar wavefronts are seen on
the transmitted side, because two monopole modes (l = 0) with lt =
0 are concurrently excited by observing the dispersion relationship
in Fig. 1C, where two l = 0 modes with different wave vectors can
exist at the working wavelength (see the dashed line). While for incident SVs with lin ∈ (lc, 2], the diffraction behavior becomes complicated. For the case of lin = 1, the maximum diffraction order is
n = − 1, accordingly, the propagation number is an even integer, L =
m + n = 4. As a result, there should be a reflected SV with lr = 1 following the lower formula of Eq. 5, as demonstrated by the numerical
simulation in Fig. 2C. For the case of lin = 2, the maximum diffraction order turns into n = − 2, and the propagation number becomes
an odd integer of L = 3. Accordingly, it is a transmitted SV with
lt = − 2 following the upper formula of Eq. 5, which is numerically
demonstrated in Fig. 2D.
However, if each supercell is composed of six unit cells (m = 6),
following the diffraction law, then incident SVs with lin ∈ [ − 2, lc]
undergo similar transmission effects with these in the case of m = 5,
as demonstrated by the simulated results in Fig. 2 (E and F), while
3 of 8
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where lr(t) is the topological charge of the reflected (transmitted)
vortex and n is the diffraction order. Equation 2 could also be
understood from angular momentum selection rule by operating
specific Cl rotation symmetry. Similar to the critical angle in the
generalized Snell law (4), there is a critical topological charge for
PGM in a cylindrical waveguide, which is defined as lc = lM − l. For
the incident SV with its topological charge within the critical one
(i.e., lin ∈ [ − lM, lc]), it will pass through the PGM and can be directly
twisted by the PGM, with its topological charge converted as

As the reflected and transmitted SVs of higher diffraction order
have mirror symmetry, i.e., the helicity of the reflected SV has an
opposite sign with that of the transmitted one, the “−” sign is added
in the formula of “lr.”
On the basis of the above diffraction law, one can predict the
diffraction phenomena of SVs in a cylindrical waveguide with
PGM. For an incident SV with its topological charge within the
critical one, one-pass process happens in the metagrating, and then
the incident SV is converted as the transmitted SV taking the lowest
order of n = 1, which is independent of m. While for the topological
charge beyond the critical one, multiple reflections will occur inside
the PGM (see orange arrows in Fig. 1D). When an odd (even) propagation route of waves traveling inside the metagrating reaches diffraction condition, strong transmitted (reflected) SV can be generated
by obeying Eq. 5, as schematically shown in Fig. 1D. In some cases,
although several diffraction orders are simultaneously available for
an incident SV to follow, the multiple reflection effect in PGM happens
in sequence (see orange arrows in Fig. 1D), and the maximum diffraction order, corresponding to the minimum propagation number,
is preferential to reach the diffraction condition, referring to L = m + n.
Furthermore, if a PGM is designed by odd and even unit cells,
owing to the parity transition of the propagation number, then scattering reversal effect (i.e., transmission and reflection reversal) of
SVs can happen in higher-order diffraction.

SCIENCE ADVANCES | RESEARCH ARTICLE
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Fig. 2. Numerical demonstration for SV diffraction through ideal PGMs. (A to
D) The simulated total acoustic pressure field patterns for incident SVs with different topological charge through the PGM with l = 2 and m = 5. (E to H) The simulated total acoustic pressure field patterns for incident SVs with different topological
charge through the PGM with l = 2 and m = 6. In all cases, ϑ2 = 0.9ϑ1, R = 0.64, h =
0.5, and  = 10 cm. In addition, a cylinder with 0.05R is inserted in the center of
PGMs for the convenience of simulations.

for incident SVs with lin = 1 and lin = 2, transmission and reflection
of SVs taking higher diffraction orders will be completely reversed
owing to the parity change of L. For example, for the case of lin = 1
(see Fig. 2G), there is a transmitted SV with lt = − 1, which is caused
by an odd propagation number of L = m + n = 5, while for the case
of lin = 2, the corresponding propagation number is L = 4, which
turns into a reflected SV with lr = 2 (Fig. 2H). The corresponding
results of SV diffraction in Fig. 2 could be clearly observed from their
phase distributions on a cross section in the transmitted/reflected
area, as shown in fig. S1. Therefore, the revealed diffraction law is
well confirmed by the simulated results of the PGMs with l = 2. In
addition, the PGMs with three supercells (l = 3) are used to further
confirm the diffraction law, shown in figs. S2 and S3. On the basis of
the diffraction law of SVs, we can find that several diffraction orders
could be excited for incident SVs, and therefore, PGMs can be
served as multichannel OAM convertors including reflected and
transmitted channels, overcoming the limit of single channel of
twisting phase.
By carefully observing the above results of the PGM with m = 5,
incident SVs with lin = ± 1 undergo different scattering process, that
is, one can pass through the PGM with an OAM of lt = 1 (see
Fig. 2B), and the other one is almost reflected back with lr = 1 (see
Fig. 2C). Therefore, the OAM splitter can be realized for the vortex
beams with lin = ± 1 incident from one side. If the SV with lin = − 1
or lin = 1 is incident from the left and right sides, asymmetric transmission of SVs could be obtained in the waveguide. For example, when
SV with lin = − 1 is incident from the left side of the waveguide,
higher transmission of transmitted vortex with lt = 1 can happen,
Fu et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaba9876
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Practical design of PGM
To further demonstrate the diffraction law of SVs in a cylindrical
waveguide with PGMs, we use Helmholtz resonators to design the
above PGM with l = 2 and m = 5 at the wavelength of  = 10 cm.
Five different fanlike resonators are designed to construct the supercell of the PGM as shown in Fig. 3A, where each resonator is implemented by rotating its azimuthal section (right side) along the z axis
with ϑ1 = 36°. The azimuthal section is constituted by four rows of
subresonators (see the red dashed frame in Fig. 3A), and each subresonator consists of four identical Helmholtz resonators and a straight
pipe (40). Such a four-row design can effectively enhance hybrid
resonances to obtain a high transmission. Each subresonator has a
height of w = R/4 = 1.6 cm, and the thickness of walls is t = 1.5 mm.
To overcome the wave coupling between these fanlike resonators,
five rectangular blocks with size of h × R × t are placed behind each
resonator. The transmission and phase profiles of the subresonator
are displayed in Fig. 3B, in which the width of each cavity’s neck is
wneck = 1.5 mm. We can see that by changing the height of cavities
(w0/w), the subresonator can cover a complete phase range of 2
with transmission coefficient beyond 90%. Five different heights of
cavities are selected for these five Helmholtz resonators to obtain
the required phase shifts, as marked by the yellow symbols in
Fig. 3B. The fourth resonator has a slightly lower transmission
(91%) than that of the other ones (more than 95%). By modifying
the cavity size of the fourth resonator, given as wneck = 1.1 mm and
w0 = 6.33 mm, its transmission is improved to 95.3%, yet with its
phase shift unchanged. Consequently, five phase gradient resonators
are designed with their transmissions all beyond 95%. Figure 3, C and D,
respectively, shows the simulated acoustic field patterns of SV with
lin = − 1 incident on the designed PGM from the left side and the
right side of the waveguide, and the proposed asymmetric transmission of SVs is well presented in the designed PGM-based waveguide
system, which are consistent with the ideal results in Fig. 2 (B and C).
Tiny undesired scattering is observed in the designed results, which
may be caused by the deviation of transmission and phase between
the subresonator and the fanlike resonator, as the PGM is designed
from 2D approximation. Better results might be achieved by directly
designing individual fanlike resonators in each row and considering
the change of cross section in a 3D manner (25). The simulated results of other SVs incident on the designed PGM are also consistent
with these in the ideal cases, as shown in fig. S5. In addition, we also
design the PGM with l = 2 and m = 6 (see fig. S4), and similar
results fitting with the ideal cases are achieved, which are displayed
in fig. S5.
Experimental demonstration for asymmetric transmission
of sound vortices
Using 3D printing technology, the designed PGM is fabricated as
shown in Fig. 4A. Measurements are performed in an 80-cm-long
cylindrical waveguide (R = 6.4 cm) to verify the proposed asymmetric
4 of 8
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while for SV with lin = − 1 incident from the right side, which is
identical with the case of SV with lin = 1 incident from the left side,
it will be reflected back, leading to lower transmission of the vortex
beam with lt = − 1. In the following, practical design of the PGM and
experimental measurements are performed to demonstrate the
asymmetric transmission of SVs. The results not only experimentally
verify our revealed diffraction law but also practically realize a new
type of OAM-based device.

SCIENCE ADVANCES | RESEARCH ARTICLE

transmission of SVs, with the sample placed in the center (see
Fig. 4B). In experiments, the incident SV with lin = − 1 is generated
by four mini speakers with gradient phase modulations, given as 0,
/2, , and 3/2 (see Fig. 4B). These four speakers are arranged on a
circle of radius rs = 0.7R(see Fig. 4B). The experimentally measured
incident SV is shown in fig. S6, where it well agrees with the numerical result. For the SV with lin = − 1 incident from the left side (see
the vortex beam with blue color in Fig. 4B), the numerically simulated phase and amplitude distributions at z = 2.6 (see the blue
dashed curve in Fig. 4B) are displayed in Fig. 4C, where higher
transmission is seen and SV with lt = 1 is clearly found from the
phase distribution. The experimentally measured phase and amplitude distributions are shown in the right panels of Fig. 4C, which
reveal consistent results with those from numerical simulations. Because the transmission of the designed Helmholtz resonators has a
slight variation in amplitude, the transmitted SV with lt = 1 exhibits
nonuniform transmission over the azimuth. However, the null
pressure amplitudes at the center are clearly seen, exhibiting typical
feature of vortex beams. For SV with lin = − 1 emitting from the
right side of the waveguide (see the vortex beam with red color in
Fig. 4B), the corresponding numerical and experimental results are
shown in Fig. 4D. Both simulated and measured results show lower
transmission of SV. The discrepancy of the phase profile in the experiment is attributed to the low transmission of SV with lt = − 1, as
the total acoustic field can be substantially affected by other transmitted vortex modes, which are mainly composed of SV with lt = 1
due to the imperfect phase and amplitude profiles of the PGM caused
by fabrication errors and intrinsic losses. Moreover, the imperfect
boundary conditions may also lead to a compromised result. To
quantify the asymmetric transmission of SVs, transmission efficiency,
Fu et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaba9876
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defined as square root of the transmitted to incident sound power
ratio is employed (25). The transmission efficiencies for the left and
right incidences are numerically (experimentally) calculated as 97.6
and 16.6% (76.8 and 32.6%), respectively. The mismatch of numerical and experimental results is mainly caused by the intrinsic losses
in Helmholtz resonators. By numerically introducing losses in the
air channels of Helmholtz resonators [given as  = 1.21 kg/m3 and
c = 343(1 + i) with  = 0.015] to mimic the viscous and thermal
dissipation, the corresponding transmission efficiencies are numerically obtained as 75.1 and 24.3%, respectively, which are consistent
with the experimental results. Nevertheless, highly asymmetric
transmission of SVs via the designed PGM is demonstrated in both
simulations and experiments.
Unidirectional OAM-based communication
Based on of the asymmetric transmission of SVs in Fig. 4, unidirectional OAM-based communication could be further exploited as a
new OAM-based device. For demonstration, two designed PGMs
(l = 2 and m = 5) with a distance of 20 cm are considered in the
waveguide, yet with opposite rotation direction, i.e., they have topological charge of l = 2 and l = − 2 for SV propagating along the +z
direction (see Fig. 5A). Four active sources with gradient phase
modulations are used to generate OAM information, as shown in
Fig. 4B. When they are placed at the left (right) port, SV with lin =
− 1 (lin = 1) will emit from the left (right) side of the waveguide. For
the case of OAM information (SV with lin = − 1) input from the left
side (see Fig. 5A), it is well captured at the output side as shown in
Fig. 5C. The output phase information is the same with that of the
input one, although they have some deviation in amplitude due to
intrinsic losses in PGMs. While for the SV with lin = 1 incident from
5 of 8
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Fig. 3. Practical design for PGM. (A) Schematic of one supercell (left side) of the designed PGM (l = 2) with five (m = 5) different fanlike resonators at  = 10 cm, where
each resonator is realized by rotating its azimuthal section (right side) along the z axis with ϑ1 = 36°. The azimuthal section consists of four rows of four identical subresonators with height of w = R/4 = 1.6 cm, and the thickness of walls is t = 1.5 mm. Five rectangular blocks with h × R × t are placed behind each resonator. (B) Transmission and phase shift versus the height ratio (w0/w) of the 2D subresonator, in which the neck of the Helmholtz cavity is 1.5 mm. (C) and (D) are the simulated acoustic
total field patterns of SV with lin = − 1 incident on the designed PGM from the left side and the right side of the waveguide, respectively.
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the right side (see Fig. 5B), the input OAM information is greatly
lost at the output side, as seen in Fig. 5D. Therefore, unidirectional
OAM-based communication is well observed in the proposed PGM-
based waveguide system, as information is only preserved from one
direction. In the current case, only one OAM channel (l = 1) is used
to achieve unidirectional OAM-based communication, and it could
be extended to multichannel response by carefully choosing available lM and l to design a PGM-based waveguide system. For example, on the basis of the results in fig. S2, unidirectional OAM-based
multiplex communication can be realized to work in two different
channels (l = 1 and l = 2) as shown in fig. S7, where two PGMs with
l = 3 and m = 5 are introduced in a waveguide with lM = 2. Alternatively, unidirectional OAM-based communication could also be
achieved in a waveguide with multiple PGMs with l = 1, where
incident OAM states are, respectively, retrieved from a nonzero intensity of the l = 0 mode at corresponding core positions based on
the way of phase twisting (26). As shown in fig. S8, the nonzero intensities at corresponding core positions for these SVs from the left
port are available to get the information of input OAM states with a
single microphone, while they are null intensities for these SVs from
the right port and fail to retrieve input OAM states, as also expected
from the diffraction law of SVs.
DISCUSSION

In conclusion, by considering the metastructure (PGM) as azimuthal
grating and introducing the generalized conservation principle of
topological charge, we have proposed and revealed the diffraction
Fu et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaba9876
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mechanism of SVs in a cylindrical waveguide, which can fully
explain and predict the scattering behavior of SVs. We find that,
depending on a critical topological charge, incident SVs can either
transmit through PGM with the lowest diffraction order or take
higher diffraction orders with the transmission and reflection depending on the integer parity of PGMs. Therefore, SV diffraction via
PGMs provides versatile propagation channels, breaking through
the limit of a single channel of twisting phase. Two PGMs (l = 2)
with five and six unit cells are used to numerically demonstrate our
findings. In particular, asymmetric transmission of SVs is found in
the PGM (l = 2) with five unit cells, where the transmitted SVs with
highly asymmetric amplitudes are preserved with the identical
topological charge. Furthermore, we designed and fabricated the
PGM (l = 2) with five unit cells, and asymmetric transmission of
SVs is clearly observed in experiments. On the basis of the asymmetric
transmission of SVs, unidirectional OAM-based communication is
further demonstrated in the PGM-based waveguide system, which
opens up a new away of OAM-based communication.
When the number of unit cells in a lossy PGM is increased, the
transmission/reflection efficiency of the scattered SV via higher diffraction order will gradually decrease, as more propagation length
via the multiple reflection effect happens in the lossy PGMs, which
leads to more absorption. For example, when the SV with lin = 1 is
incident on the PGM-based waveguide (see Fig. 2C), the reflection
efficiency of lr = 1 greatly reduces with the increase in the number of
unit cells, as shown in fig. S9A, and therefore, PGMs with simplified
design (41, 42) can be used to reduce the undesired absorption. While
for the SV with lin = − 1, the transmitted SV via the lower diffraction
6 of 8
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Fig. 4. Experimental demonstration for asymmetric transmission of SVs. (A) Fabricated sample. (B) Experimental setup. (C) Simulated (left) and measured (right)
phase and amplitude distributions at z = 2.6 for SV with lin = − 1 incident from the left side of the waveguide. (D) Simulated (left) and measured (right) phase and
amplitude distributions at z = − 2.6 for SV with lin = − 1 incident from the right side of the waveguide. Photo Credit: Yangyang Fu, Nanjing University of Aeronautics
and Astronautics.
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order (i.e., Eq. 3) is almost not affected, as it undergoes one-path
propagation process independent of the number of unit cells in
PGMs, as shown in fig. S9B. Therefore, some potential OAM-based
applications could be realized in the lossy PGM-based waveguide
system, such as asymmetric OAM absorption and OAM-selected
absorption. In addition, when incident SV and scattered SV have a
larger wave vector, similar to diffraction properties of planar acoustic metasurfaces (43, 44), undesirable/parasitic diffraction orders can
appear, which might lead to a low conversion efficiency. The design
strategies that incorporate bianisotropy (27, 45) could be potentially
used to overcome this problem. In short, the proposed diffraction
law of SVs provides a clear blueprint for manipulating SVs with
azimuthal phase gradient and also enables a deep understanding
of the fundamental diffraction behavior in PGM-based systems
and the intrinsic link between diffraction phenomena in 2D free
space and 3D cylindrical waveguides. The proposed diffraction
mechanism provides a new paradigm for controlling acoustic OAM
and enables versatile manipulation of SVs, which can lead to numerous acoustic OAM-based applications, such as multichannel
OAM convertor, OAM splitter, unidirectional transmission of OAM,
and OAM-based information communication.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Numerical simulations
The full-wave simulations are performed using COMSOL Multiphysics pressure acoustics module, where background pressure filed is
used to generate SVs using the expression in Eq. 1. For simulations
in Figs. 2, 3, and 5, the PGM materials are set with  = 1180 kg/m3
and c = 2700 m/s, and perfectly matched layers are used in the left
and right sides to reduce undesired reflections. In Fig. 4, the simulated amplitudes and phases are extracted from Fig. 3.
Fu et al., Sci. Adv. 2020; 6 : eaba9876
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Experiments
The sample was fabricated with fused deposition modeling using
3D printing, and the printed material is acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene plastic with density of 1180 kg/m3 and speed of sound
2700 m/s. The fabricated PGM is placed in a cylindrical waveguide
for the measurement. Four mini speakers with 0.9-cm radius are
arranged on a circle of radius rs = 0.7R and are modulated with
gradient input phase profiles, given as 0, /2, , and 3/2, to generate
SV with lin = − 1. The transmitted field is scanned using a moving
microphone with a step of 2.0 cm. The acoustic field at each spot is
then calculated using Fourier transform. The overall scanned area is
the cross section at z = ± 2.6 of the waveguide, and the signal at each
position is averaged out of four measurements to reduce noise. The
transmitted field of empty waveguide at z = ± 2.6 is also measured
for normalization.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/40/eaba9876/DC1
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